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**states which segregate by confining negro population to districts by use 
of various types of discrimination. The negro block vote states. 
*States which have few negroes and few race problems. 
(OYER) 
Fellow Americans, study carefully these facts before you 
Judge the white South. The problem is simple arithmetic. 
Nine men of the Supreme Court, influenced by various forces, 
some well intentioned and some sinister, have told us that we 
must abolish segregation, thus changing our way of life. 
For nearly two hundred years we have lived in peace with 
our black brethren. True, many of our negroes have poor living 
standards, but so do many of our white people. 
The 1950 census will show that 70% of our Country's negroes 
prefer to live in the South for various reasons. This fact alone 
should prove that their segregated treatment down here is not too 
harsh. There is no restriction on migration to the North. 
It is noteworthy that practically all of the agitation for 
integration in the South comes from the representatives of states 
which have no negro problems, or from states which have a limited 
negro population due to residential segregation, but have a power-
ful negro bloc vote. 
Note particularly the population of the states represented 
by the great integrators and civil righters, Hubert Humphries of 
Minnesota and Wayne Morse of Oregon. It is pla,!"n that these 
representatives have been pressured and propagandized into advo-
cating integration "for the other fellow." 
It would be very fine thing if those who share their "so-
lution tl with the South would offer to share our "problem." 
LET THE STATE GOVERNMENTS OF THOSE STATES WHOSE REPRESENTA-
TIVES AND PRESS ADVOCATE INTEGRATION FOR THE SOUTH MAKE AVAILABLE 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR THE NUMBER OF NEGRO CITIZENS NECESSARY TO BRING 
THEIR NEGRO POPULATION UP TO THE NATIONAL AVERAGE OF 10%. THIS 
INCLUDES HOUSING AND JOBS, AS WELL AS SCHOOL AND CHURCH FACILITIES. 
We will give their message wide publicity throughout the 
South, so that our segregated negroes can migrate to those states. 
No fairminded, sincere American could object to this plan. 
Even the NAACP, the ADA and both political parties could throw 
their tremendous weight towards the solution to this National 
problem. 
This plan is logical, practical, human, democratic and sound. 
It would be a simple matter to set up the proper agencies to fa-
cilitate this migration to the North. 
OUR NORTHERN BRETHREN WILL BE GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY TO PRACTICE 
THE EQUALITY,INTEGRATION AND CIVIL RIGHTS THAT THEY HAVE BEEN PREACH-
ING SO LOUD AND LONG. 
Additional copies available: 20 ................ $1.00 100_ ... _ ....... _ .. _$3.00 1000 ........... _ .... $25. 00 
Please send cash, money order or check with order. 
Write to 
ASSOCIATION OF CITIZENS' COUNCILS 
207 West Market Street Greenwood, Mississippi 
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